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From Science to Applications
 in monitoring and improving 

the performance of individuals



BioRICS works



Welcome to the world of BioRICS

We are happy to present this book to you. It shows our story and our passion to integrate our technology in innovative 
products which help individuals to improve their well-being, physical condition and mental status and their performance in 
a safer and more efficient way.



Mission 

BioRICS aims at improving the physical condition and mental status of individuals by providing dedicated solutions based 
upon fully automated monitoring and analysis of biosignals.
Insight and prediction are BioRICS’ core competencies.

Vision

We believe that the combination of wearable technology with appropriate analysis during 
sports performance can make the difference for the athlete. 

The time-varying character of the performances of body & mind requires continuous monitoring and analysis. 
Since BioRICS has grown in a scientific research environment, the scientific aspect is an integral part of the work we do.



Sports & technology

In today’s sports landscape, athletes are increasingly pushed to maximize performance.  
To reduce the risks related to intensive training, clubs increasingly look for objective 
information that helps them interprete the athlete’s status.  
At present, many measurement systems are available on the market to capture biosignals, 
but the challenge remains to transform these data into useful information which effectively 
supports the individual to optimize performance.supports the individual to optimize performance.



How does BioRICS fi t into this world

A fundamental concern for each athlete is to perform well over the entire season of competition. It is one step to train body 
and mind to be ready for the new competition. For most individuals and clubs however it is a bigger challenge to keep the 
physical condition and the mental status at high level over the whole season.
 
With the BioRICS technology, the variables measured with sensors on the body are translated to those condition parameters 
which the trainer finds important to follow on a continuous basis. To realise a continuous flow of information for each 
individual in an affordable way, BioRICS’ systems are based on fully automated monitoring, analysis and reporting.

The information supplied thereof supports trainers to optimize the player’s condition in a consistent and continuous way.

The result: better performance with less risk for injury



WE STAY THE SAME …



… yet WE MOVE and IMPROVE !



Our Stakeholders

- Clubs
- Sponsors
- Investors

- Individual
  athlete

- Coaches
- Trainers
- Advisors
- Specialists

- Sport labs
- Technology
- Hardware
  suppliers

BioRICS BioRICS BioRICS 
analysis analysis analysis 

of data to of data to of data to 
informationinformationinformation



BioRICS value for the stakeholders 

Clubs, Sponsors, Investors,
Individual athlete 

  Prediction of condition
  Injury prevention
  Player’s transfer value 
  Talent identification 
  Youth Management
  Image building/visibility

Trainers, Coaches,  Advisors

  Continuously measured evolution of condition
  Prediction → suitability of player
  Identification of lower scoring sub-parameters

Sport labs

  Combine lab measurements with field measurements
  Deliver the golden standards for physical and 
     mental curve
  Automation of measurements /data collection

Technology, Hardware Suppliers

  Automation of measurements/data collection
  Improved quality (accuracy) of their hardware 
  Combine forces & bring total solutions



WAITING  =  STAGNATING



=  REGRESSING



HERE THERE

“ AC Milan has hung in League competitions thanks to the drive of an incredible 
generation of players who persevered well into their 30's ”

Sportsillustrated.cnn.com





BioRICS – AC Milan project 

Condition monitoring
based on fi eld measurements

“ In football, details often decide a match. Much has to do with the mental and physical readiness of each player. That is why it is of 
crucial importance that the players we deploy are mentally and physically in top condition. Thanks to the revolutionary method we 
developed in cooperation with BioRICS, we can better assess the readiness of a player. Based on this information we can individually 
adjust the trainings, support the players differently mentally and even make tactical decisions ” 

Jean-Pierre Meersseman
Milan Lab
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The process
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Automated fi eld measurements

Wearable sensors



Mindroom

Fitness

Lab measurements



1. Biosignals

3. Results
- Condition parameters
- Performance prediction

2. Feature extraction



1. Warming up

3. Heart Rate Recovery

2. Shuttle sprint test

4. Test 



“ Top performance in sports can only 
result from good physical condition 

combined with the appropriate mental 
status at the same moment in time ”

 Jon Wiggins, West-Consultancy,  
Topsport Trainer Wielerbond Vlaanderen



Model scheme
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Example: 



Physical condition and mental status curves

Evolution of condition parameters



From data to relevant  
information

Which data are available today?



Hardware                                    Partners



“ Nothing differs more than the individual 
performance. Therefore, each athlete 

should be trained individually,  
to the benefit of the whole team ”

Vital Heynen,  
Volleyball Coach



BioRICS Expertise  

2. Fully automated extraction of information2. Fully automated extraction of information2. Fully automated extraction of information

3. Analysis of individual data to obtain ‘customized’3. Analysis of individual data to obtain ‘customized’3. Analysis of individual data to obtain ‘customized’
    information     information     information  deliver reports deliver reports deliver reports deliver reports deliver reports deliver reports

4. Data modelling for performance prediction4. Data modelling for performance prediction4. Data modelling for performance prediction

1. Advice for automated measurements1. Advice for automated measurements1. Advice for automated measurements





Algorithms per sport discipline

Parameters are specific for each sport discipline and therefore request a sport-specific approach. 
Appropriate algorithms are used to calculate the sport-specific variables.

Swimming parameters:
Stroke frequency, stroke length, speed, …





Horse racing

By measuring and following the horse’s responses of heart rate in relation to the performed speed during training,  BioRICS 
technology allows to quantify the horse’s condition.  
 
During tests, horse trainers could reduce the time to reach optimal horse’s condition from 8 to 4 weeks using BioRICS 
algorithms on the heart rate recovery time parameter.





Safety

Sleepiness Monitoring

The process of drivers falling asleep while driving a car is a nice example of the complex, individual and time varying 
behaviour of a living organism.
 
BioRICS has developed an algorithm to monitor and predict when a car driver will fall asleep and has set up a cooperation 
with an automotive supplier to integrate this monitor in cars and trucks.





Safety

Stress Monitoring

BioRICS is involved in the development of automatic systems for 
online monitoring of concentration and sleepiness in captains of boats, race car pilots, …  
that will identify hazardous situations of sub-optimal performance of the individual 
and issue an alarm to avoid accidents.





Health & Well-being

The “BioRICS pain scales” app 
available on the iTunes App Store, for iPad

The “ Assessment Scales ” software is used to adequately measure the degree of a patient’s pain, discomfort or to examine 
mental status. In the case where the patient is unable to communicate effectively (elderly persons with dementia, small 
children, babies), these observation-based scales offer an objective measurement tool to support the medical professional 
in his/her decision for the most appropriate patient’s treatment. 





Health & Well-being

Fit-for-Life Monitor

It is a known fact that physical exercise has a positive effect on the evolution of certain diseases (COPD, dementia, …) 
or will keep seniors fit – physically and mentally - for a longer period of time.

The Fit-for-Life monitor will help individuals to keep track of their own exercises by measuring certain activity parameters 
and calculating condition scores. Feedback is given by the system but data can also be sent to the medical professional for 
check-up at distance.



For more info, visit our website 
www.biorics.com



Contact Information: 

BioRICS NV
Technologielaan 3
3001 Heverlee
Belgium

Tel. +32 16 395854
Info@biorics.com



Tubifex

Daphnia

Mussels Larvae

Chickens

EsaFootballIntensive Care

Sleepiness monitor Bicycle helmets

Race horses

Professional Cyclists

 11 products
 13 patents
 227 journal
    publications



BioRICS was created in 2006 as a spin-off of the faculty of Bioscience Engineering of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven.
 
The company was started from the knowledge of M3-Biores, a worldwide leading research group in Measuring, Modelling 
and Managing biological responses of living organisms (M3-Biores).
 
M3-Biores started in 1991 with research projects to model the behaviour of individual living organisms such as water flees 
and larvae. The idea was to make real time mathematical models for individual living organisms to predict their responses 
to inputs (e.g. temperature, feed supply) to actively control these processes in a more efficient way. After proof of concept, 
research was extended over the years from larvae to mussels, fish, chickens, pigs, cows, race horses etc. 

10 years ago, M3-Biores started research on humans, e.g. on patients in intensive care units and car drivers’ sleepiness 
detection.

From Science to Application



“ Each living organism is a C.I.T.D. system 
(= Complex, Individually different, Time varying in its responses and Dynamic) ”

Daniel Berckmans, 2002

Complex Individual Time Varying Dynamic

   
Measure, Model, Manage with own individual data



  

Principle of individual real time models 
versus population models





The team

Board Members

Daniel Berckmans (President)
Maurice Mergeay
Eric Triau
Paul Van Dun
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Management Team

Maurice Mergeay (CEO)
Daniel Berckmans
Joachim Taelman
Ann Goeman

M3-Biores

Daniel Berckmans (Department Head)
Jean-Marie Aerts
Vasilis Exadaktylos



The real security = your ability to adapt

Let’s work together

Kim Milants, Cambio

www.cambioworks.be 
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